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From the President
As we move into a year that is already forcing us all into
interesting changes in the ways we do history, I’m
pleased to report we start with a good foundation from
2019. Being based in Don Bank Museum in North Sydney
was a delight and I extend my thanks to North Sydney
Council for providing this amazing opportunity.
Highlights for the year were our events at the Newcastle
Writers Festival, the Sydney Writers Festival panel and
the Orange Readers and Writers Festival. The HCNSW
collaborations in these events expanded in 2019 and I
hope will continue to promote a history related component in other similar events elsewhere in
NSW.
Other successful events were our Speaker Connect series, now a year round program with five
historians visiting regional locations, as well as two seminars on family history research.
The NSW Premier’s History Awards and the Annual History Lecture by Professor John Maynard
were as always stand-outs on the history calendar. And of course History Week 2019 ‘Memory
and Landscapes’ was a knock-out nine days of 75 history events across the state. At the Annual
history Lecture, an important initiative from all four History Councils around Australia was
launched – the Value of History Statement. The statement emphasised the value of studying the
past and telling its stories, focusing on seven ways in which history is essential in the community
and in our broader lives. The statement has now received many glowing endorsements and its
relevance in these uncertain times continues to grow.
The reach of the HCNSW also continues to
grow, with our social media in particular
expanding from 2018 with an increase in new
members and the continued support of our
old. I would like to express my gratitude and
thanks to all our members and supporters as
they have continued to allow us to keep
history alive in our local communities and
across the state.
Image to left: Dr Stephen Gapps, Richard Neville and
A/Prof Nancy Cushing at Newcastle Writers Festival 2019.

The HCNSW is extremely grateful for the support of the NSW Government through Create NSW,
without which it could not host its wonderful range of History programs. We are also grateful to
3
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our other sponsor including Macquarie University for the Applied History Award, Geoffrey Jones
for the Max Kelly Award, and to our anonymous donor for their continuing support of the
Aboriginal History Prize. In 2019 we warmly welcomed a new sponsor, the Addison Road
Community Centre with the Multicultural History Award. This prize encourages new and emerging
historians to explore multicultural histories and the history of multiculturalism in Australia.

We would also like to acknowledge the invaluable and
continued support of our cultural partners – City of Sydney;
Macquarie University (Department of Modern History,
Politics and International Relations); National Archives of
Australia; NSW State Archives and Records; Reserve Bank
of Australia; State Library of New South Wales; Sydney
Living Museums; University of New England; University of
Newcastle; University of Technology, Sydney (Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences); University of New South
Wales (School of History and Philosophy).
Image: Dr Ian Hoskins, A/Prof Tanya Evans & Dr Stephen Gapps at HCNSW-Stanton Library presentation.

After a year at Don Bank Museum, our partnership with Sydney Living Museums sees the HCNSW
with a new office for 2020 at the Justice and Police Museum with both organisations keen to see
where new collaborations might be found.
Special thanks goes to the General Council - Dr
Matthew Allen (UNE), Martyn Killion (SARA), M
 egan

Martin (SLM), Prof Michael McDonnell (USyd), D
 r Lisa
Murray (CofS), Richard Neville (SLNSW) and Executive

Committee - Vice-President A/Prof Nancy Cushing
(UoN), Dr Kiera Lindsey (UTS) and Dr Isobelle Barrett
Meyering (MQ) for all their time, effort and valuable

contributions, as well as our hard working staff
Catherine Shirley and Cassandra Rodger.
Finally, during 2019 the General Council decided it was time for a strategic review, which was
held in early 2020. More information on how these important workshops will flow into the
directions of the HCNSW in 2020 will follow.
-
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About Us
Vision
We aim to ensure that History, in all its diverse forms, is an important part of the cultural life of the
people and communities of New South Wales.

Objectives
History is often an under-represented part of the cultural industries. We provide services and
programs which aim to build capacity within the History sector and showcase the importance of
History. We focus on five key areas: awareness, diversity, excellence, advocacy and outreach.
Our objectives are to:
●

provide a forum for identifying and responding to issues of relevance to the practice of
History

●

support History’s role in informing and shaping public debate, policy and future planning

●

recognise the diversity of historical perspectives, including those of Indigenous peoples, and
encourage excellence in historical practice

●

facilitate communication within the History community and provide opportunities for
collaboration

●

provide professional development activities and opportunities for our members and
audiences across NSW.

Our Team
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

STAFF

Dr Stephen Gapps, President

Catherine Shirley, Executive Officer

A/Professor Nancy Cushing, Vice President

Sarah Little, Programs Officer (4 April - 30 June)

Dr Kiera Lindsey, Secretary
Dr Isobelle Barret-Meyering, Treasurer
GENERAL COUNCIL
Matthew Allen, University of New England

Victoria Brookman, Communications Officer
(1 July-1 September)

Cassandra Rodger, Programs & Administration
Officer (August - )

Lisa Murray, City of Sydney
Martyn Killion, State Archives and Records NSW
Richard Neville, State Library of NSW
Megan Martin, Sydney Living Museums and
Michael McDonnell, School of Historical
5
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Our Work
75 History Week events
10 General Programs
5 Speaker Connect talks
231 members
$3,000 in awards and prizes
$2,109 in Speaker Stipends

History Week
The HCNSW initiated History Week in 1997 to showcase the rich and diverse History being
produced across New South Wales. Its objectives are to:
●

Showcase History in an innovative and exciting format

●

Provide educational experiences that reach students and the general public, and promote
lifelong learning opportunities

●

Present audiences with rich and diverse histories relevant to all aspects of our community

●

Attract new audiences to History, demonstrating it is exciting, relevant and all around us.

History Week provides a united umbrella under which participating organisations and individuals
can promote their work and reach a broad audience. The HCNSW has played an integral role in
planning and organising History Week and will continue to do so in 2019.
The theme for History Week 2019 was ‘Memory
and Landscape’. HCNSW members were invited
to explore our relationship to landscapes. Some

concept suggestions to explore in this theme
included remembering where we came from,
stories of travel, landscape then and now,
memory in landscape, memorialisation and much
more.
On Friday 31 August, the State Library of NSW and HCNSW continued their long standing
partnership to launch History Week at the NSW Premier’s History Awards. The HCNSW played a

6
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support role in the running and promotion of the awards, providing advice on suitable judges and
promoting the call for nominations, shortlist and results. An audience of 120 attended.
A total of 75 events (compared with 92 in 2018) were registered in 2019, which included
exhibitions, talks, tours and more.
Twenty-nine (49 in 2018) of the events were held in Sydney and the Eastern Suburbs, eighteen (15
in 2018) in Greater and Western Sydney, and sixteen (28 in 2018) in regional NSW.

History Week Speaker Connect
History professionals were invited to travel to organisations in Sydney and regional NSW to deliver
exciting and thought provoking talks on popular culture. The program aims to:
●

Connect
History
professionals
with
organisations across NSW and provide
regional audiences with cultural enrichment
opportunities

●

Promote the work of History professionals to
wider audiences and raise the profile of
History

●

Provide professional development and paid
opportunities to History professionals.

The HCNSW received 17 presentation proposals from speakers (a 22% increase from 14 in 2018)
and 8 host applications (an 11% decrease from 9 in 2018). The talks were held free of charge and
were open to the public.

A

total

of

5

Speaker

Connect

sessions were held during History
Week 2019, after inaugurating Speaker
Connect as a year-round program:

Promotional Banner for Bathurst Library’s Speaker Connect
Talk during History Week 2019.
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Dr Ian Willis

“Country girls go to London”
2 September | Mid-Western Regional Council Library

Dr Mark Dunn

“A Landscape of Violence: Colonial Conflict in the Hunter Valley”
5th September | Lake Mac Libraries

Dr Fiona Reilly

"The Recruiting Officer: A Theatrical Palimpsest"
5th September | Singleton Public Library (Singleton Council)

Dr Gary Werskey

“Australia = A Colonial Settler Landscape? The Art of the 'Picturesque
Atlas'”
5th September | Bathurst Library

Michael Bodey 

“50 Secrets of Surry Hills and Redfern”
5th September | The Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts

Annual History Lecture Awards & Prizes
The Annual History Lecture (AHL), Counter Currents – Aboriginal Men and Women at the
Heart of Empire, was presented by the HCNSW on the 3 September at The Mint, Macquarie

Street, Sydney and was delivered by Professor John Maynard, Professor of Indigenous Education
and Research (Indigenous History) at the University of Newcastle. It was recorded by ABC Radio
National and broadcast on Speaking Out on 3 November 2019.
The Max Kelly Medal was awarded to Robert Mason, the Aboriginal History Prize to Deirdre
O’Connell, Addison Road Community Centre Organisation Award for Multicultural History to
Charlotte Ward and Macquarie University Centre for Applied History Award to Kieran Bonin.

The

Annual

History

Citation

was

awarded to Sydney Historian, Max
Solling in recognition of his role as a
leading urban historian, practising in
Sydney today.
Max Solling, Annual History Citation,
addressing the audience at the Annual History
Lecture 2019.
(P
 hoto credit:
TWH
Photography, courtesy HCNSW)
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In total 95 guests attended the AHL, compared with 115 in
2018. The HCNSW offered a discounted student ticket to
attract a broader audience. Of the 95 guests, 5 were
students, 33 Complementary/VIP, 34 HCNSW members,
and 23 General Admission.

A list of sponsors for the Annual History Lecture is provided on the last page of this report.

Feedback about History Week
Directly following History Week, HCNSW sent out surveys to hosts, speakers and invited
attendees to evaluate events. This was in addition to surveys and attendance sheets that had
been circulated to hosts prior to History Week.
The 2019 surveys received a total of 43 responses (compared to 37 in 2018). Feedback surveys
were circulated to audience members, host organisations and speakers.

These surveys

contained an enhanced list of questions from 2018.
Here is a precis of responses to the Surveys:
1. Event Host Survey - 33 responses (compared to 17 in 2018)
2. Event Guest Survey - 0 responses (compared to 1 in 2018)
3. Speaker Connect Host Survey - 7 responses (compared to 9 in 2018)
4. Speaker Connect Speaker Survey - 4 responses (compared to 10 in 2018)
Feedback from surveys indicated that while the majority of hosts were happy with the timing,
variety and quality of promotion, several indicated that, often due to the scale/difficult location of
their venue, they would have preferred for promotion to have begun earlier and crossed more
mediums.
(Note:  Each year, the HCNSW creates a media/publicity guide for host members, it contains helpful hints
on how to publicise their History Week event and encourages hosts to contact us at
admin@historycouncilnsw.org.au for more information. A number of hosts took us up on this offer.)

9
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Other feedback
●

Particular hosts also noted that they would like to have been more involved with the
registration process for their events i.e. direct speaker contact details etc. as standard
registration process and to have been provided with a poster/flyer template.

●

Some hosts noted that it would be helpful to include a related image for publicity use for
the explored talk/s, a speaker biography and photo without having to ask for it.

●

Some hosts and speakers believed that having a broader publicity deadline prior to the
events would be great in increasing audience attendance with the HCNSW providing a
poster/flyer template to assist them with publicity.

●

We received positive feedback from many hosts that their events attracted good crowds,
that their audiences were interested and engaged with the content. One in particular
expressed the following sentiment about their speaker: “[he] was (not surprisingly, given
his background) a very professional and proficient speaker, and targeted the talk perfectly
to our audience”.

For a more comprehensive report of History Week 2019 c
 lick here (pdf).

Other Events and Programs (General Programs)

Australian Lebanese Family History Workshop (9 February 2019)
On Saturday, 9th February 2019, the HCNSW partnered with The Royal Australian Historical
Society, the Centre for Applied History (Macquarie University), and the Australian Lebanese
Historical Society to bring together people interested in Australian Lebanese family history. The
four-hour workshop was held at History House, Macquarie Street, Sydney.
Speakers included Alissar Chodoac, Cecile Yazbek, Nola Bramble, Glen Kalem, Emil Dan and Dr
Paula Abood who gave brief overviews

of the different ways they have approached the

documentation and telling of Lebanese Australian family histories. The workshop facilitators were
A/Prof Tanya Evans, Dr Jumana Bayeh and Dr Anne Monsour. Approximately 25 participants
10
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attended, paying a fee of $10/head.

The feedback on the day was extremely positive. All

speakers gave their time voluntarily and the venue was free of charge.

Newcastle Writers Festival (5 April 2019)
The HCNSW presented a masterclass, 'Memory and Monuments' to approximately 50 audience
members at the Newcastle Writers Festival, held at NewSpace, the University of Newcastle, on 5
April 2020. The target audience was students, history enthusiasts, historians and the general
public.

Chaired by Richard Neville (State Library of NSW) with 3 speakers, Associate Professor Nancy
Cushing (University of Newcastle), Dr Stephen Gapps (University of Newcastle) and Tamson
Piestsch (University of Technology, remote presentation), shared their skills and experience in
connecting ongoing histories that surround monuments and how monuments can be revived,
reinterpreted and replace to the enlightened audience. After the guest speakers delivered their
session, answered questions from the participants who were invited to share their ideas and/or
research for feedback.

Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create

NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. This session was presented by the History
Council of NSW with support from the School of Humanities and Social Science, University of

Newcastle. In line with practice in previous years, the HCNSW did not charge admission to the
NWF event. All speakers were offered a fee by the NWF, and the venue was provided free of
charge. Attendees: approximately 25 (figures supplied by the NWF).
Social media was used extensively at the event, as evidenced by the following Tweets leading up
to and on the 5 April 2019:
Twitter
From HCNSW:
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1113983936768528384
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1113974390532653057
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1113971136570642432
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1113947110666162177
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1112811456230154240
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1113983936768528384
Tweets from others:
https://twitter.com/queenboxi/status/1112813702837886976
11
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Writers in Residence - Welcome to Don Bank (11 April 2019)
In 2019, the HCNSW had the honour of becoming North Sydney Council’s ‘Writers in Residence’
at Don Bank Museum. On 11 April 2019 the HCNSW ran a networking and professional
development event for HCNSW members and supporters at Don Bank Museum.
The speakers were Professor Tanya Evans (President of the History Council of NSW) and Dr Ian
Hoskins (Historian, Don Bank Museum and North Sydney Council). Dr Ian Hoskins presented a
talk about the local history of the North Sydney area, followed by a Q&A.
Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create

NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. This session was presented by the History
Council of NSW with support from Stanton Library and North Sydney Council. The HCNSW did
not charge admission to this networking event. All speakers gave their time voluntarily.
Attendees: 30 HCNSW members and North Sydney Council staff. Cost: Free of charge.

Sydney Writers’ Festival (30 April 2019)
On 30 April 2019 the HCNSW presented a panel session, ‘Conflict, collective memory and the
creation of history’, at the Sydney Writers’ Festival (SWF). The session featured Sydney Living
Museums’ Caroline Butler-Bowdon as chair alongside the winners of the 2018 NSW Premier’s
History Awards – Christina Twomey, Paul Irish and Sean Scalmer.
The intention of the seminar, which was held at the Metcalfe Auditorium at the State Library of
New South Wales, was to present audiences with a professional development opportunity to hear
from recent award-winning historians on how they craft and write engaging historical narratives,

and the consequences of their work. The target audience was students, History enthusiasts,
amateur and professional historians.

To a full house of approximately 120 people, the panelists explored how historical narratives can
create a powerful experience for the reader and the challenges that arise within their work.

Attendees: 120 (full house). Cost: Free of charge. Funding for this session in the form of staff
resources and program costs were drawn from Create NSW’s Service Organisation Program

12
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funding for 2019. Venue costs were subsidised by the State Library of NSW under a partnership
agreement.

Social media/online impressions
Twitter
Tweets from HCNSW:
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/197139692087545856
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123112664496996354
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123101059214381056
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123098851043360768
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/197139692087545856
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123404323906473986
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123104408777240576
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1122678163388215296
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123096363175165952
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1157098490729619456
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1123100101248004096
https://twitter.com/HistoryNSW/status/1127173388814831617

From others:
https://twitter.com/newsouthbook/status/1123091347701788673
https://twitter.com/cltwomey/status/1107375086900633600

Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create
NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. In line with practice in previous years, the
HCNSW did not charge admission to the SWF event to help off-set program costs.

Regional
Orange Readers and Writers Festival (2 August 2019)
On 2 August 2019 the HCNSW, in partnership with Central West Libraries, presented a 3 hour
interactive workshop, ‘Memory, Research and the Family Historian’, as part of the Orange
Readers and Writers Festival. This interactive workshop, co-presented by Associate Professor
Tanya Evans and local Orange district author and historian Elisabeth Edwards drew upon
research from the past ten years by both Evans and Dalton. Attendees were asked to bring

objects and pictures with them to discuss meanings they had made of these artefacts whilst
conducting their own family research. Attendees: 39. Registrations showed that the majority of

13
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attendees were History supporters, cultural/History workers and writers. Verbal feedback about
the content was positive.
The workshop was presented in partnership with Central West Libraries and supported by Create
NSW and Orange City Council.

Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and

program costs were drawn from Create NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019 as
well as financial and in-kind venue support from the Orange City Council.
A post-workshop evaluation survey was conducted by email, resulting in the following precis of
feedback:
"Both speakers were very enthusiastic and gave all participants the encouragement to start
writing their stories or to continue their research and writing.
They had many useful hints on resources."
"Both speakers were excellent. They knew their information and could make suggestions
for further research."

General Speaker Connect
In 2019, the HCNSW announced that the Speaker Connect program would be held year-round.
We received ten applications from potential hosts (5 in 2018) and twenty-seven presentation
proposals from speakers (21 in 2018). Four talks were hosted in regional NSW (see list previously
mentioned), with one other in Sydney. Funding for Speaker Connect, in the form of staff resources
and program costs, were drawn from Create NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for
2019.

Venue cost:  Free of charge.
Speakers fees: Speakers were offered a $300 honorarium and travel expenses. The talks were
held free of charge.

Writer in Residence Events (North Sydney Council)
Four seminars were run as part of our agreement with the North Sydney Council for the Writers in
Residence Program, which increased the event output of the HCNSW considerably and were over
and above the Plan of Activities agreed with Create NSW for 2019. They were:

14
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Researching Family History (30 May 2019)
This interactive 3-hour workshop, held at the Stanton Library, looked at the practice and
meanings of family history and asked the questions: How and why do we practice family history?
Are there frameworks and methods used that are common to all? How do we recognise, deal
with and capture emotions in the practice of gathering family history? What can family history tell
us about how our ancestors have dealt with the challenges and pleasures of their lives and how
can this affect and support individuals and families through contemporary experiences? Funding
for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create NSW’s
Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. Venue cost: free of charge under our agreement
with the North Sydney Council (Writer in Residence Program). Attendees: 24.
Presenters: A/Prof Tanya Evans and Dr Ian Hoskins (3 hour seminar).

Author Talk - Conflict on the North Shore (6 June 2019)
This talk, co-hosted by the North Sydney Council and the HCNSW as part of the Gai-mariagal
Festival, detailed the conflict between the Gai-mariagal people and the European settlers which
took place on Sydney’s Lower North Shore. The talk was based upon research conducted for Dr
Stephen Gapps’s 2018 book, The Sydney Wars – Conflict in the early colony 1788-1817 ( New
South Press). It focused on the resistance by Gai-mariagal people and others against the spread

of European settlement to the north of the harbour, positioning this conflict in the broader Sydney
Wars that occurred between 1788, and ended not long after Governor Macquarie’s sweeping
military campaigns of 1816.
Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create
NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. Venue cost: free of charge under our
agreement with the North Sydney Council (Writer in Residence Program). Attendees: 72.
Presenter:  Dr Stephen Gapps

Workshop - Motherhood and Mothering Stories (4 July 2019)
This 3-hour interactive workshop, run in collaboration with the North Sydney Council as part of
the Writer in Residence Program, asked the questions: What have Australian family historians
discovered about motherhood and mothering practices through the intergenerational histories
that they have gathered? What have been the major drivers of change, and how have these
manifested, with what impacts and outcomes?

15
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Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create
NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. Venue cost: free of charge under our
agreement with the North Sydney Council (Writer in Residence Program). Attendees: 24.
Presenter: A/Prof Tanya Evans.

Writers in Residence - A Year in Review (5 December 2019)
The HCNSW presented a short talk, ‘Writers in Residence - A Year in Review’, at Stanton Library
in North Sydney to wrap up the HCNSW’s year of achievements during residency at Don Bank
Museum, North Sydney.
The speakers were Dr Ian Hoskins (Historian, North Sydney Council), Catherine Shirley (Executive
Officer, History Council of NSW, Dr Stephen Gapps (President, History Council of NSW) and
A/Prof Tanya Evans (MQ).
Funding for this session in the form of staff resources and program costs were drawn from Create
NSW’s Service Organisation Program funding for 2019. Venue cost: free of charge under our

agreement with the North Sydney Council (Writer in Residence Program). Lunch: provided by the
North Sydney Council. Attendees: 54. The HCNSW did not charge admission to this event.

Internship program
In 2019 the HCNSW offered two Internship opportunities - one for History Week and the other for
Professional and Community Engagement (PACE) students

in the Dept of Modern History,

Politics and International Relations at Macquarie University (MQ).
Our Internship program provides an opportunity for students enrolled in History or related
disciplines at a tertiary level to gain experience working for a History organisation.
Its objectives are to:
●

Create vocational opportunities for students and/or young people in a professional
organisation in the History sector

●

Cater for the professional development of students and/or young people by providing
workplace skills development

●
16
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●

Raise the profile of History throughout New South Wales.

History Week Internship
Applicants were offered involvement in our History Week program and assisted in organisation,
promotion and implementation of History Week events.
Following advertisements around all member organisations, we received eight applications and
engaged one intern for a four-week period leading up to and during History Week. The successful
applicant, Marian Guthrie (MQ), assisted with the organisation and promotion of History Week,
Speaker Connect and also attended several events during History Week, creating Instagram and
Facebook posts about the events and her experiences.

PACE - History of the History Council
In 2019, former HCNSW President, A/Prof Tanya Evans, proposed a project to celebrate the 25th
year of the HCNSW in 2020, offering the assistance of undergraduate MQ students enrolled in the
PACE program. Three students undertook internships under the co-supervision of A/Prof Tanya
Evans and Catherine Shirley, Executive Officer, HCNSW. They were Timothy Steel, Rebecca
Kuypers and Cate Hayton. The project, divided into sections for the students, delivered the
outcomes of Oral Histories with former HCNSW Councillors, a catalogue of HCNSW historic files
and an electronic timeline to be used on the website.
It is planned that further work by PACE students will continue on this project in 2020, resulting in a
webpage and associated digital resources outlining the History of the History Council.

17
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Media & Communications
The HCNSW has developed its audience engagement over the last five years extensively, online
and in person. In social media endeavours, audiences have shifted from platform to platform, as
reflected in the statistics below. In 2019 a key focus of HCNSW staff was to engage members
face-to face through an increased number of events.
It is believed that the statistics below reflect audience interest, over time, in specific events we,
and our cultural partners, have presented.

Media & Communications Trends 2016-9

Website page
views***
Twitter impressions*
Twitter followers
Facebook followers
Facebook Likes
Instagram
Followers**
HCNSW Newsletter
subscribers

2016

2017

2018

2019

92,176

111,252

108,643

87,062

328,200

477,100

210,800

164,608

1,527

1,914

2304

2,523

unknown

unknown

2,788

3,577

2,248

2,472

2,796

3,193

N/A

N/A

453

768

1,500

1,592

1,680

1,737

* Times a user is served a Tweet in timeline or search results. Statistics provided by Twitter Analytics.
** The HCNSW established an instagram account during History Week 2018. N/A refers to statistics that are not applicable/absent.
*** The HCNSW established a Google Analytics account during 2019 which has enabled greater accuracy & detailed reporting about
website visits and engagement. A detailed report is available on request.
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Council Matters
At the Annual General Meeting of 7 May 2019, a number of long-serving Councillors retired.
On 21 May 2019, ten Councillors, rather than the previous number of twenty, were elected to
serve on the Council for a 2-year period. The reduction in the number of Councillors resulted from
constitutional changes voted into place at the 2018 Annual General meeting.
The names of the committee members throughout 2019 were:
Stephen Gapps
Nancy Cushing
Isobelle Barrett Meyering
Richard Neville
Kiera Lindsey
Megan Martin
Lisa Murray
Matthew Allen
Michael McDonnell
Martyn Killion
Tanya Evans
Andrea Fernandes
David Carment
Michelle Cavanagh
Mirjana Djukic
Mari Metzke
Anna Clark
Louise Trott
Christine Yeats
Jeannine Baker
Lisa Ford

President from 21 May 2019, Vice President to 21 May 2019
Executive Member to 7 May 2019, Vice President from 21 May 2019
Treasurer from 21 May 2019 to 31 January 2020, then on leave
Treasurer to 7 May 2019, Councillor (14 May 2019), & then Acting
Treasurer from 31 January 2020
Secretary from 21 May 2019
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
President to 7 May 2019
Secretary to 7 May 2019
Executive Member to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019
Councillor to 7 May 2019

Three General Council Meetings, four Executive Committee meetings and the Annual General
Meeting were held during 2019.
An important piece of business decided by the HCNSW during the year was to revise and refresh
the three-year Strategic Business Plan in early 2020.
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Financial Matters

The full Auditor’s Report for 2019 can be made available on request.
In 2019 the HCNSW generated an income of $137,900 ($116,087 in 2018) and ended the year
with a deficit of $2,440 ($6,926 in 2018).
Matters in detail
●

The major source of income received was a government grant of $100,000 from Create NSW.

●

Other income sources were sponsorship $1,995 ($5,000 in 2018), membership subscriptions
$31,240 ($24,337 in 2018), event income $2,955 ($4,409 in 2018) and donations $1,500 ($940
in 2018).

●

Total expenses were $140,340 ($123,013 in 2018). Expenses included employee benefits
(wages and superannuation) $102,185 ($77,159 in 2018), administration fees $3,487 ($3,335 in
2018), awards and prizes $3,000 ($6,500 in 2018), event costs $7,774 ($8,714 in 2018), Annual
History Lecture $11,036 ($5,500 in 2018)*, IT & Computer expenses $3,190 ($3,043 in 2018)
and speaker fees $2,109 ($5,000 in 2018). In addition, vital support was provided by

HCNSW’s partners - North Sydney Council (free rent for the year under the Writers in
Residence Program), City of Sydney, Macquarie University (Department of Modern History,
Politics and International Relations), National Archives of Australia, NSW State Archives and
Records, Reserve Bank of Australia, State Library of New South Wales , Sydney Living
Museums, University of New England, University of Newcastle, and University of Technology,
Sydney (Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences).
Despite funding challenges, the HCNSW remains in a secure position to continue its key activities
and develop some new programs in 2019.
* Note - costs attributed to different cost codes across two financial years, which show an
unusual accounting difference. Overall event costs should therefore be considered.
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Our Supporters

Principal Supporter |
Create NSW

Partners |
City of Sydney
Macquarie University (Department of Modern History, Politics and International Relations)
National Archives of Australia
NSW State Archives and Records
Reserve Bank of Australia
State Library of New South Wales
Sydney Living Museums
University of New England
University of Newcastle (School of Humanities and Social Sciences)
University of New South Wales (School of History and Philosophy)
University of Technology, Sydney (Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences)

Donors |
Macquarie University
Addison Road Community Centre
Geoffrey Jones (Max Kelly Medal)
Anonymous donor (Aboriginal History Prize)

The History Council of NSW is grateful to its many corporate and individual members for
their continued support.

Become a member or donate at http://bit.ly/HCNSWSupport
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